dents who tend to be white.7 (This is not to ignore the university’s poor
recruitment strategies, the hostile campus climate, and generalized
white supremacy). In short, the debt-based growth exemplied by
the University of Michigan is a key part of the evisceration of public higher education in favor of a small economic and racial elite.
Unfortunately, there will be no return to an entirely state-funded university. Even if the political will to fund universities did exist, states no
longer have the money. The most direct problem, then, is not the state
government but the class that has opened the university to capital: the
university’s upper administration. Instead of seeing these executives
and managers as necessary for the functioning of the university, we
see them as obstacles, as the class responsible for its ruin. They are
the ones who have tied the university to Wall Street, who have taken
on massive debt loads and built an increasingly exclusionary university on the backs of students and workers. The university’s key function is instruction not construction, and students and workers have
a lot of experience in such collective knowledge production. It should
be left to us. In our vision, the university is democratically run by those
who study and work there—the only way to address the misery and
exclusion that the administrative elite so ably reproduces.
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CONSTRUCTION NOT
INSTRUCTION:
BONDS AND BUILDINGS AT
THE PUBLIC UNIVERSITY

S

ince the 1970s in the United States, there has been a shift
from industry to nance as the driving force of the economy.
Instead of investment in productive capital, money has been increasingly invested in the nancial sector, seeking speculative prots.
This money always seeks protable outlets, namely projects, institutions, or individuals to which it can be lent to generate interest. Before
2007, as the graph on the next page shows, much of this money owed
into the housing and personal credit markets. After the nancial crash,
however, higher education became an important site of investment for
the capital accumulated in nance, primarily in the forms of university
construction bonds and student loans. Student debt is now the largest source of personal debt at over $1 trillion.1 During the same time
period, university construction debt has grown exponentially as well.

The transformation of the public university into a site of investment has
had devastating consequences. In this pamphlet we will explain how
these ows of nance capital affect the university, with a special focus
on tuition and the overall demographics of the campus.

they only started in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Before that,
buildings at state schools were primarily paid for with state funds. With
state funding, universities paid no interest and no service fees. So why
did public universities switch to a more expensive form of nancing
their construction? One part of the answer is that state funding came
with restrictions, so for example the state had control over the design
of buildings, reigning in university administrators’ designs for legacy
building projects. The utilitarian, concrete Modern Languages Building
was built with state funds—and the state had the nal say over the architect—while North Quad, with its LCD monitors and vaulted ceilings,
was nanced with bonds.3

Finance Capital Seeking Outlets and Finding them in Students and Universities (2004-2012)

While students can take out personal loans via student loans or credit
cards, universities get their loans through a different nancial device
known as a bond. A bond can be thought of as a package of smaller
loans. Instead of borrowing money from just one bank to raise money
for large construction projects, the university issues a bond as many little pieces of debt that institutional investors (like banks, pension funds,
and hedge funds) then buy. The university then redeems these bonds
at scheduled times in the future, paying back both the principle (the
original cost of the bond) as well as a set rate of interest along the way.
The large banks that help the university sell the bonds (think Bank of
America or Citibank) then make money on the fees they charge the
university for this service. The buyers of the bonds make money on the
interest that the university agrees to pay them. For most construction
bonds, their repurchase is spread out over 30 to 40 years.
As universities take on more and more institutional debt, tuition also
tends to rise since after all they have to pay back what they borrow.
Tuition is the only revenue stream that the university administration directly controls. The administration cannot count on increased
revenue from the state or the endowment and both of these streams
of revenue come with certain restrictions. But administrators can raise
and spend tuition however they want. That means that they can give
themselves raises, build legacy projects, and invest in luxury facilities
that have nothing to do with education or research.2 And rising tuition,
of course, means that students must take on more student loans.
Universities have not always used bonds to debt-nance construction—

Another part of the answer is that switching to expensive Wall Streetbased funding has allowed public universities to build more: not just
more buildings, but at a more rapid pace. This rampant construction
became necessary as public universities switched to a model that relies on attracting wealthy out-of-state students and charging them exorbitant tuition. Because wealthy out-of-state students have many
college options, universities have been sucked into a building
arms race, building luxury facilities at a stunning rate. Over the last
decade, University of Michigan has spent on average more than $500
million each year on new construction.4 The majority of this construction (despite headlines about recording breaking “gifts” from wealthy
donors) has been nanced
through bonds—money that “[F]rom 2002 to 2010…
must be paid back with interest.
[t]he total debt liabilities
U-M will pay over $126 million in interest in 2014 alone, of public research univerand continue to pay over $100 sities increased by more
million a year through 2028.5
Making these ever-increasing than 50% to $26,615 per
interest payments generally student—and debt sersparks tuition increases, creating a vicious cycle of vanity vice payments went up by
construction and tuition hikes. more than 86%.”6
Has this construction spree been necessary? No. These are luxury
buildings built to attract “high end” consumers, out-of-state students
willing to pay high tuition. Such construction actually makes the public university less accessible for and accountable to working and
middle class students because it contributes to continual tuition hikes.
Furthermore, the construction boom and the rising tuition on which
it depends partially account for the exclusion of underrepresented
minorities, since it privileges the whims of wealthy out-of-state stu-

